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Father didn’t hand on official authority yet. Hyun Jin Nim has many things to do, including finish school.
For now, all authority for the second generation is had by Jin Hun Nim, through World CARP, with True
Mother. The final choice will be by a general election held by all members, choosing among the True
Family. Then the Royal Family will vote. If the results of the two elections differ, the two will draw
straws, but it should be the same result. The general election takes place first. Father says this because
many big problems in Korea, Japan and Germany, have recently been solved, so he can pay attention to
this.
You are in the position of Jesus’ children, so you have a long way to go. Unite with True Parents and
True Family. Don’t follow the True Children unless they follow True Parents. Follow True Parents first.
True Children are children of the perfected Jesus Christ on the world level; you are children of Jesus
Christ on the national level. You must fulfill Tribal Messiahship centering on your own parents. You are
responsible to bring the unification of Korea.
Centered on true love, True Parents and God connect on every vertical level, and therefore horizontally
true love can expand on the world level. Second generation must unite its own tribes. Like when Israel
entered Canaan—then the second generation failed to unite the tribes, because they had no clear goal for
the building of the Kingdom of Heaven, which should have been provided by their mothers. Cain-Abel
unity brought by mothers. Father has mobilized the second generation in Korea, but you should be doing
this. Has the second generation in the United States paid attention to this? This should be the goal of your
studies—the unification of Korea. Don’t go to school for your own benefit.
Jin Hun Nim (Abel) and Sung Am Moon (Cain) united centered on True Mother (Hyun Jin Nim out). Jin
Hun Nim represents the True Family, Sung Am Moon represents the Moon tribe in Korea, which
represents the entire Cain world. Jesus Christ, Moses, Abraham have all resurrected on the horizontal
level. This is why Father established the FFUWP and made the Family Pledge. All of Father’s work is on
the table, centered on the family level—the need to perfect the family.
(Father speaks on the conditions we should make before being qualified to recite the Family Pledge.)
All blessed children worldwide must work for the unification of Korea, and must learn Korean. God never
enjoyed filial sons and daughter, patriots, saints and holy sons and daughters. Go home, analyze your
parents’ standard. You can understand immediately. The Fall centered on a mother and children, therefore
you must center on Mother, Mother.
Republican victory, followers of Father. UN victory of Mother. Education of 160,000 Japanese women.
Soon 320,000 Korean men. We have unity of CARP and leftists on Korean campuses, and North Korean
students are coming. A conference in China, February 4-7.

